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		Application developers, take note: databases aren't just for the IS group any more. You can build database-backed applications for the desktop, Web, embedded systems, or operating systems without linking to heavy-duty client-server databases such as Oracle and MySQL. This book shows you how to use SQLite, a small and lightweight relational database engine that you can build directly into your application.

	
		With SQLite, you'll discover how to develop a database-backed application that remains manageable in size and complexity. This book guides you every step of the way. You'll get a crash course in data modeling, become familiar with SQLite's dialect of the SQL database language, and much more.

		
			Learn how to maintain localized storage in a single file that requires no configuration
	
			Build your own SQLite library or use a precompiled distribution in your application
	
			Get a primer on SQL, and learn how to use several language functions and extensions
	
			Work with SQLite using a scripting language or a C-based language such as C# or Objective-C
	
			Understand the basics of database design, and learn how to transfer what you already know to SQLite
	
			Take advantage of virtual tables and modules


	
		"Complex SQL concepts explained clearly."

		

		--D. Richard Hipp, creator of SQLite
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Growing Software: Proven Strategies for Managing Software EngineersNo Starch Press, 2009
As the technology leader at a small software company, you need to focus on people, products, processes, and technology as you bring your software to market, while doing your best to put out fires and minimize headaches.

Growing Software is your guide to juggling the day-to-day challenges of running a software company while...
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Visual C# .NET ProgrammingSybex, 2002
The aim of this book is to teach you and other experienced programmers the  most effective ways to program using the C# language in the environment it was  designed for, the .NET Framework. To this end, the book offers plenty of strong  opinions and pays special attention to one of .NET’s most prominent features:  web services.
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Teach Yourself VISUALLY Adobe Photoshop CS6Visual, 2012

	Gets visual learners up to speed on the newest enhancements in Photoshop


	Photoshop is constantly evolving, and the newest version offers great new tools for photographers. This popular guide gets visual learners up to speed quickly; previous editions have sold more than 150,000 copies. With colorful screen shots illustrating...
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Canadian Public Finance: Explaining Budgetary Institutions and the Budget Process in CanadaUniversity of Toronto Press, 2019

	
		Broken down into five sections explaining how public budgets are developed, Canadian Public Finance presents a comprehensive account of the budget process of the federal, provincial, and territorial governments. With a specific focus on the public policy process, Geneviève Tellier walks readers through the five steps...
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Forbes Best Business Mistakes: How Today's Top Business Leaders Turned Missteps into SuccessJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Today's top business leaders reveal how to make even the biggest mistakes work for you


	Forbes Best Business Mistakes reveals practical lessons from some of today's most successful business leaders to show you how to turn a bad business situation into a success.


	Based on exclusive sit-down interviews...
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How to Do Everything with Frontpage 2002McGraw-Hill, 2001
The fact that you bought this book—or are considering buying it—means you are ready to join the ranks of the huge number of people who are building and maintaining Web sites using Microsoft FrontPage 2002. Whether you bought FrontPage 2002 as a standalone package or as part of Office XP, you have one of the premier packages available...
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